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GATES

TVD AND MULTI-
RIBBED BELT 
INSTALLATION
REDUCING THE RISK OF PREMATURE DRIVE 

SYSTEM FAILURE. 

TECH TIPS 
EASY FIXES

MAHLE

T
orsional Vibration Dampers (TVDs) are crankshaft pulleys
that protect components in accessory drive systems. They
take out the NVH (noise vibration hardness) generated by
the crankshaft. The pulleys achieve this thanks to rubber

elements that connect the two main metal parts (Fig 1). The rubber is a
damping agent, designed to absorb most of the vibrations. That’s why
Gates encourages mechanics to install belt kits that include TVDs.

Consequential wear
Absorption of vibrations eventually causes TVD wear and sometimes
misalignment. As well as providing less protection for other
components, worn TVDs generate vibrations of their own. These
excessive vibrations and noises are often misdiagnosed as problems
caused by multi-ribbed belts.

Reasons for TVD replacement
TVDs begin to fail because:
■ Internal rubber elements

degenerate through wear
■ Vibrations gradually increase
■ Worn ‘stretch’ bolts add

vibrations

Top TVD tips
Drive system components
that are installed together
should be replaced at the
same time. 
■ Never replace TVDs with

ordinary crankshaft pulleys
■ Cheap/fake TVDs that

contain no damping elements
could cause crankshafts to break

■ Always replace TVDs as part of belt kits

The best way to optimise performance and maximise protection for all
drive system components is to install a TVD as part of a belt kit.

To request further details about the range of belt kits available from

Gates, circle 074

KC195 – RATTLING 
FILTER BEFORE 
INSTALLATION
CHECKING FOR A FAULTY VALVE IN A 

KC195 FILTER

W
hen empty, a valve located at the bottom of the
KC195 filter, which is fitted to numerous diesel
powered Alfa Romeo, FIAT, PSA and LDV
vehicles, is free to move up and down within a cage.

This valve is designed for water drainage and location of the water
sensor (Fig 1). If the filter is shaken, the valve will be heard moving in
the longitudinal direction and, to a small degree, laterally.

It is possible that the retaining ring at the top of the cage could
become damaged in transit and dislodged (Fig 2). This will result in a
large amount of rattling, in both lateral and longitudinal directions.

With the valve dislodged, operation of the water drain and
installation of the sensor may be impaired. The filter may also become
noisy during the operation of the fuel system.

If concerned about the amount of rattling in the lateral direction, it
is possible to check that the valve is still appropriately located by
inspecting the drain port on the bottom of the filter. The white valve
should be visible if correctly placed (Fig 3 and 4).

For more information on the range of filters provided by MAHLE,

circle 075

Fig1: valve assembly in correct position Fig 2: dislodged valve

Fig 3: valve not visible
through drain port Fig 4: valve clearly visible

Fig 1
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